
WORKSHOP 

Camden Energy Committee with Camden Select Board 

9/13/16, 6:30pm, WSCR 

DRAFT Minutes 

 

Present: 

Revision Energy: Nick Sampson, Hans Albee 

Select Board: Marc Ratner, James Heard, John French, Don White, Leonard Lookner 

Energy Committee:  Anita Brosius-Scott, Brian Robinson, Pete Kalajian, Peter Galloway, Dana Strout (part 

of mtg); 

Town:   Pat Finnigan (Town Manager); 

And:  John Scholz, Meg Barclay, Roger Rittmaster (CMLT etc., left early), George Mueller (capital 

campaign for Snow Bowl Redevelopment, Dennis McGuirk (Snow Bowl committees etc.). 

 

Part I:  MUNICIPAL SOLAR 

ground-mounted array located at Sagamore Farm town-owned site 

 

Revision Energy  (RE) – Nick Sampson and Hans Albee    

Nick Sampson – Solar PPA Manager 

Hans Albee - Lead engineer – did CHRHS and Belfast Landfill project 

 

Illustration – of ground mounted solar system 

Turnkey company – engineering, design, installation 

Started 2003 in Liberty, have installed over 5,000 systems 

B Corporation certification – like Patagonia and Ben and Jerrys; mission driven [B Corps are for-profit 

companies certified by the nonprofit B Lab to meet rigorous standards of social and environmental 

performance, accountability, and transparency.] Interested in helping accelerate transition to clean 

renewable energy. Helps municipalities with [moving in that direction]. 

Maine gets 33% more solar energy than Germany yet Germany has been a world leader in solar energy. 

30% Federal tax credit has incented increase in # of installations. 

Federal tax rebate is not available to municipalities; a PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) is a financing 

partnership to help non-profits invest in solar (since 2011). A third party invests in the system, finances 

it, builds it. 6-30 years. Town of Camden would pay for solar energy at rates competitive to current 

utility rate – basically revenue neutral for the Town. 

Then after 6 years Town can purchase at 40-60% of upfront cost. If they choose not to, they can 

reconsider the decision each year. No obligation to buy. 

Payoff in roughly 8 years.  

Life expectancy of solar panels 40 years, inverters last 20 years, factored in to cash flow. 

Showed graph showing payback (See Revision’s Sagamore Farms proposal.) 

RE factors in a 2 cent rate increase in year 7, due to expectation that utility rates will rise. Design of PPA 

is to keep revenue neutral. 

$1,119,847 is the expected value (cost) of electricity from utility over the 40 years  the panels would be 

working. 

Costs $370,905 to buy in. Difference is savings. 



$0.065/kWh would be cost of electricity over the life of the array if they put in solar, & Town does an 

early buyout (e.g. @ end of year 6). 

Sagamore Farm installation – 124kW system.  

Modules oriented towards true S. 

Array is for offsetting 150,000 kWh of the Town’s energy use. 

Town uses more like 500,000 kWh.  

Maine State regulations limit the size an array may be (660kW) and the number of meters an array may 

offset (9). In this case, that’s the limiting factor. They picked the highest cost 9 meters which dictated 

the sizing. 

Town pays on average 7cent/kwh. However, the accounts RE would be offsetting are paying 11.85 

cents/kWh; RE is going after offsetting the highest cost meters with the array, to maximize payback. 

There are different rates for different accounts. Relates to the demand charge from CMP per week at 

those meters. 

 

In Maine electricity has been increasing by 2.4 to 2.5%/year;  

Last 10 years utility rates have been going up at 3%/year. 

 

Projects RE has done:  

CHRHS; Belfast Landfill 

Ice arena in Falmouth 

14 projects for schools 

14 municipal projects – Belfast, Bar Harbor, Boothbay, Durham NH 

The Durham, NH started as a smaller project, then added to it for a phase 2 system. 

 

Q:  If someone wanted to buy the system and give it as a charitable donation, they could get their tax 

deduction. Revision has not seen that yet. But Town could mount a fund-raising drive. 

 

Sagamore Farm cleared area could hold enough panels to cover all of town use. At this time, that’s not 

financially beneficial due to state government policy but policy could change in future. 

Part of PPA proposal is to build to support 3-phase electricity infrastructure (e.g. poles); if the solar array 

is sized up, that electrical infrastructure would be installed. If the site becomes an industrial site, then 

the 3-phase service would be there. 

3 phase power is attractive to businesses that want to set up shop. 

Actual amount of energy produced at system is what the town would pay for. RE experience has been 

that fluctuation from generation prediction only has only amounted to 2% over course of PPA. 

RE?’s insurance would cover system when they own it; Town needs liability ins. while Revision owns it. 

[not sure about getting this right] 

Decision for the Town to enter into a long-term agreement requires a vote of the people – Town 

Meeting or Special Town Meeting. 

Contract: lease land space for $1/year so Revision could build on. 

 

Chip Laite [owns property in front of site] supports us doing something there. Willing to talk about giving 

permission. 



Q: Would buildings on the rest of the site interfere with the panels? Discussion about distance a building 

would need to be away so they don’t shade panels; that panels could be moved to rooftops of buildings 

so the ground-mounted panels do not preclude future development of the site. 

 

Goal would be to install in 2016 and grandfather us in to the current net metering policy for 15 years. 

If installed in 2017, Revision could work with Town to mitigate the risk of losing net metering benefit. 

 

PK: Question – is this do-able and would the SB support efforts to fast-track this decision? 

From Revision’s side, can this be done before the end of the year?  

Answ: Hard, esp. with Town vote requirement. 

Nick suggests keeping the ball rolling, wait and see what happens with the regulations. 

PK: Arrays won’t hinder development on the site; panels can be moved onto roofs. 

PK: Get the ball rolling – ROW (Right of Way), put the pieces in place, prepare to get it in front of the 

voters; should get a statement of intent from SB – SB needs to get out in front – send a signal of intent; 

Do the due diligence. 

“If SB will not be bold, will look for other SB members.” 

 

DW: There is no master plan for this property. Loves the idea of a solar farm on the property. 

MR: There’s a feeling in town that things are not getting done. This is something that would point to the 

board being pro-active in terms of development; doing something positive. 

LL:  People say how Camden is falling behind Rockland and Belfast. It’s about time we stopped 

stonewalling and doing something right for the comm and this is right for the comm. 

John Scholz – no other site 

Discussion of timing; uncertainty. 

Revision – over 4 years it would still pay itself off. 

LL: quality of solar panels? Ans: [old style solar] panels from 70s and 80s are meeting or exceeding their 

lifetime anticipated production rates. [implication that this bodes well for modern panels being made 

now] 

RE is using “tier 1” panels [relates to highest quality]. Can send info as to what that means. 

 

Panels will be tilted to a 35 degree slope. Q: Shouldn’t the angle be the same as the number of degrees 

north latitude location? Answ: With grid-tied systems, 35 degrees for this area is optimal for maximizing 

year-round production. Q: Does snow have to be brushed off? Answ: Annual energy prediction has loss 

from snow factored in. 

 

What Revision needs to know:  

1. Is this something you [Camden Select Board] want to take forward?  

2. Does Town want to work with Revision Energy or take it to a RFP (Request for Proposal)?  

Revision would like to know what that process would look like. If handshake deal, Revision could 

“show all the cards.” 

As a B Corp, success as RE measures it, is [their ability to help in] changing the energy [profile] in the 

area. Not looking to make a LOT of money from this project. 

[Comments from RE re RFP:  All the projects they showed have not included RFP. 

Lincolnville used RFP [but ultimately decided on Revision]. 



There are other companies doing solar, but as smaller companies, they are not in a position to also be 

the investor. 

Revision was the investor of PPA @ CHRHS.  

PK suggests bringing Bill Behrens (of Revision) into the process. We want to be sure everybody wins. 

 

 

 

SNOW BOWL LODGES 

 

NEW LODGE 

DW – why hasn’t that plan gone to SnBl (Snow Bowl) building committee? They wanted to address 

concerns that were raised. Miscommunication and oversights but let’s move on.  Peter Gross and 

building committee should come back on board with this. Peter is out of town. Was miffed that oppty to 

get together in advance was not there. 

Building Comm has not met in a year and never talked about building massing / energy.  

Stephen Blatt is architect. 

John Sch says they had intention to discuss energy; when he resigned from the building committee there 

were still solar panels going on that building, and it was oriented to handle solar panels 

NOW building is oriented differently, and has a shed roof facing towards parking lot [NE]. 

LL – Town will own and manage when building is done. ReDev Comm now overseeing building a lodge – 

wouldn’t we be more proactive as to how the building conforms to town standards? 

Meg – an architect will give what town/ the client is asking for. Building has changed many times since 

initial design; somewhere along the line the building comm dropped energy from their criteria to make 

it cheaper. Dennis talked with Peter about it, asked what were the requirements given for the design? 

$920K budget now. Need to be sure that it’s affordable, and expandable. Has been scaled back 

considerably. Present design will cut off expandability possibilities. 

Dennis: If constrained by time and money, when run out of time and money you should have something 

you can use – not always the case. Concerned we will wind up without those. 

This is the third design. Bob Gordon does not want to face another one. 

Dennis – if you don’t do it right [correctly] now, you will screw yourself in the future. Better decision to 

wait and come up with a design that is right rather than moving ahead with something that is not right 

for us. 

Chairman of that building committee is Peter Gross.  

JSch: Why hasn’t that building committee met? Building Committees should meet monthly. 

PF – building got to a point where the money has to be raised; no reason to meet. Most of the major 

decisions have been made. Why would they meet again? Not fair to discuss without building committee. 

Energy efficiency has been part of discussion. 

  

JS – what are the energy decisions – no solar now! 

 

Brian Robinson – Presents last page of [Energy Committee’s / Sarah Holland’s] report, list of 13 issues. 

Not all can be achieved; there will be costs associated. The report’s recommendations = oppty to 

improve. 

What matters is gain and loss of building envelope. 



MUBEC [Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code] – looks back at 2009; residential building code is the 

same. Not best practice; if meet code, just “not failing”. 

Therefore the building is not near what it could or would be if built to today’s standards.  

Windows? what are goals? air tightness? 

MRatner – biggest concern is her discussion about the roof. Asks Brian and Meg to talk about that. 

Brian – amt of array [that would fit on the roof] is not sufficient [to offset its energy use]; more cost 

effective to invest somewhere else in locating solar energy array, like Sagamore Farm.  Important to look 

at where you can get the biggest bang for the buck. Roof as planned is insulated. More energy can be 

saved through foundation than at roof. Brian not overly concerned for the roof. More interested in 

commissioning of building, and building envelope. 

 

JSch – building committee should see all the documents on a regular basis. Building comm should see 

the drawings along the way. No reason the architect shouldn’t show them. Even lighting technology has 

changed since this has been worked on; same with mechanical systems like heat pumps. 

 

Brian is guessing that there is not a full set of construction documents. 

George – expecting to start 2017. Much money towards lodge has been pledged ($2mil; $400K cash 

now).  

LL – is it fair to have W Gartley, George Haselton etc. look at plan for energy? 

Dennis – this is an opportunity to look again at building – what will it do, what is possible in future,  

concept. 

DW – let’s bring this up at the next SB meeting so we can make a decision. 

Meg – if this building is not where you want it to be, get it right – much cheaper now (on paper) than 

fixing or changing it once it is built. 

 

A-FRAME LODGE 

Discussion presented by Brian R. 

Lodge built by Sonny G. Insulation package at old lodge is made up of concrete foundation with no 

insulation, 4x4 wood is all there is at wood envelope. 

Can get a tremendous gain in that building with the installation of insulation. 

Can cut heat loss through roof by over 90% by adding 2” ridgid foam.  

JFr – what about doing that insulation on the outside?  

-could be, would require additional sheathing on top. 

Basement – can be fully insulated 

John Sch – Q’s re foundation – leaked, wicking moisture inside. That was one reason for going to new 

lodge. Could we save that [A-Frame] lodge by raising it up? Take foundation out and put a new poured 

insulated foundation in. 

Foundation needs to be evaluated. 

2500sq ft/level [i.e. x 2] floor size. Could design something on that building, lifting roof, create dormers, 

would significantly increase usefulness of building. John Sch does not think it would be unreasonable [to 

do this type of work]. 

MRatner –  Q: What would be the life span, if renovated A-frame? A: With new foundation, 50y at least. 

New foundation, change shell.   



JFr – If we abandoned the new lodge plan, then pledged financing would be endangered because some 

of the donations were won by selling off rooms – “great room” etc. 

BrRob – any number of possibilities. Reality is that we’re definitely going to have that building [existing 

A-frame lodge] for some time in the future; we would be remiss not to take care of its energy use. 

We could drop energy use in excess of 60%; payback period - depends on price of fuel oil - probably less 

than 15 years. 

ADA compliance comes in the minute you touch the building. Would have to completely redo stair 

system. JF – will get into other things. 

JSch – shouldn’t waste money evaluating existing foundation.  We could get an evaluation [incl sense of 

costs] for [the building’s renovation] needs incl. new foundation and insulation. 

 

9pm, adjourn. 

Minutes by Anita Brosius-Scott 

 

 


